Krug Votes for District

Madison… I’m pleased to announce an expansion on the very first issue I faced as a state legislator going back to 2010. I’ve been working on phosphorus related issues since my very first meeting as a legislator-elect in late November of 2010. I had the chance that day to meet with Rick and Ron, constituents who represent group known as PACRS (Petenwell and Castle Rock Stewards). From that day forward water quality has been a top priority. Today I had the chance to see one of my budget priorities pass the State Assembly as a stand-alone bill. AB 946 increases funding for producer led watershed grants. These grants create partnerships between farmers and conservation to decrease phosphorus entering our rivers, lakes and streams. This increase of $500,000 per year will allow the creative solutions needed to lead the way to cleaner lakes all over WI.

This effort reminds me of the other work we have focused on in this area and other local priorities. Funding the TMDL study analysis in previous budgets has led to implementation practices that will reduce the amount of phosphorus from every point source in the entire Wisconsin River watershed. Without that funding at the request of PACRS there would be a study sitting on a shelf somewhere instead of real solutions to the problems faced by Lake Petenwell, Castle Rock, Lake Wisconsin and others. In 2013 we passed AB 680 to create water quality trading credits allowing reduced phosphorus from non-point sources funded by point source companies that can’t afford the technology to reduce any further at the current time. Innovative solution that will get more phosphorus out of the system than forcing expensive retrofitting costing millions. Locally we heard the effect on the city of an unfunded mandate of a previous legislature that would hurt every taxpayer for minimal effect. The credit trading funds farm related projects to achieve much better results for a much lower cost. Common sense.

It reminds me of the phrase “All politics is local”. I say when we get local groups, residents, officials and stakeholders together great things can happen. Local successes have reminded to keep my head down and work hard, staying out of the craziness of politics of Madison.

This week we passed increased funding for drug enforcement requested by a Lt. at the Wisconsin Rapids Police Department earlier this year. We voted to increase Assistant District Attorney positions requested by the DA’s in Adams and Portage County. Our rural schools will see more funding after this week from the increase in sparsity aid and adjusting revenue limits for our low spending schools. School Superintendents in my rural district were instrumental in lending support to get these dollars out to rural schools.

My excitement from working with the municipalities involved with Alexander Field led to $4M dollars in long needed investments in that airport because of the growth recognized from the bill we passed to help create the Sand Valley resort requested by the Town of Rome government. This project and subsequent investment is how I know working with local issues is the best way to continue in this position. Sand Valley and the TIF district will results in massive tax savings for every property tax payer in Rome and Adams County as a whole.

The investments in the former mill property in Port Edwards, the Tribune project and the riverfront redevelopment in Wisconsin Rapids, the business park in Biron, the millions of dollars of investment by the Board of Commissioners of Public Land in local projects, even an ATV bridge for a business in the Town of Preston all result in working on local issues this session and previous sessions of the legislature.